
explain their reasoning and to cope with concepts such
as doubt and conflict of evidence. Though the Spiegel-
halter-Knill-Jones system is firmly probabilistic, its
"points for and points against" approach clearly
indicates the reasoning behind a prediction and can be
used to give numerical estimates of doubt and conflict
of evidence.' It therefore builds a bridge between the
probabilistic and knowledge based schools and reflects
an encouraging trend to bring together groups of
workers who have not always been keen to explore
alternative methods of diagnosis and prognosis.

Numerical techniques as upholders oftraditional clinical
method-The application of numerical or computer
techniques, or both, to clinical diagnosis is likely to
produce a renaissance of interest in traditional clinical
skills.'6-'5 Thus in order to enter clinical information
into a computer it is first necessary for signs and
symptoms to be defined rigorously. Once the process
of analysis begins it may become obvious that certain
signs and symptoms are much more important than
others. For example, table I shows that the presence of
volume depletion is more strongly associated with
postoperative respiratory complications than any of the
other variables examined. Unfortunately, volume
depletion is also the most difficult of the variables to
define, suggesting that future studies should consider
more refined means of measuring fluid and electrolyte
disturbance. This type of interplay between clinical
and numerical methods can be very rewarding.
Arguably the greatest benefit produced by the
Spiegelhalter-Knill-Jones method and similar
techniques is the new life breathed into the traditional
clinical skills of history taking, careful physical
examination, and judicious selection of diagnostic
tests.

We are grateful to Dr David Spiegelhalter, Dr Robin Knill-
Jones, and Dr Ted Coles for helpful comments on the
manuscript, and to Research into Ageing (formerly the
British Foundation for Age Research) for financial support.

Appendix

Summary of statistical techniques used to derive Spiegelhalter-
Knill-Jones weightings

I. The independence Bayes equation may be expressed
as"' Ih

Posterior odds= prior odds x LR of variable 1 x
LR of variable 2 ... x LR of variable N (1)

where posterior odds are the predicted odds of the
outcome in an individual, prior odds are the odds of
the outcome in the population under study, and LR=
likelihood ratio. To calculate the likelihood ratio for a
particular value of a variable the patients are divided into
those who develop a given outcome and those who do
not, and the frequency of the particular value of the
variable in these two groups is compared. Where the
variable is binary the following equation may be used:

Likelihood ratio=(sensitivity)/( 1-specificity)
for a positive test result; or likelihood ratio=
(1-sensitivity)/(specificity) for a negative test
result.

A continuity correction for the likelihood ratio is
advisable (see Spiegelhalter2).

II. Taking natural logarithms and multiplying by 100,
equation (1) becomes:

100 log, posterior odds= 100 loge prior odds+
100 logc LR of variable 1+ 100 logc LR of
variable 2. .. + 100 log, LR ofvariable N. (2)

III. By using the terminology of the Spiegelhalter-Knill-
Jones method, equation (2) becomes:

Total score (T)=starting score+weight of
evidence of variable 1+weight of evidence of
variable 2.. + weight ofevidence ofvariable N.

(3)

IV. Equation (3) assumes that the variables are independent
of one another (within each outcome class), which is
unrealistic in many clinical settings. To allow for this the
Spiegelhalter-Knill-Jones method calculates "adjusted
weights of evidence," which are obtained by entering the
raw weights of evidence as independent variables in a
logistic regression equation.' This is conveniently done
by the generalised linear interactive modelling statistical
package.
This produces the predictive equation in its final form:

Total score (T)=starting score+adjusted
weight of evidence for variable 1+adjusted
weight of evidence for variable 2 . . . + adjusted
weight ofevidence for variable N. (4)

V. Because T= 100 loge posterior odds and because odds=
(p/l -p) it may be calculated that:

Predicted probability (in %) =

e' (X 1
x 100 x 100. (5)

l+e'''''ee"'+l1
For full specifications of weightings see Spiegelhalter and
Knill-Jones.'
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Correction

Why are the Japanese living longer?
A printers' error occurred in table I of this paper by Professor M G
Marmot and Dr George Davey Smith (23-30 December, p 1547).
The figures for life expectancy of Japanese and English and Welsh
males are those at age 65 and not 85 as published.

Snoring in children: association with respiratory
symptoms and passive smoking
One editorial error and one authors' error occurred in the paper by
Dr Giuseppe M Corbo and others (16 December, p 1491). The
11th line of the results section of the abstract should read never
smoking households and not moderate smoking households as
published and the ninth line of p 1493 should read 8-3% and not
8-6%.
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